
COMPASS COMMERCIAL, ITRA GLOBAL 

Providing commercial real estate services by advocating for    

our corporate clients’ interests and increasing their profits. 

The Compass Commercial 
Difference: 

Your Advocate:  

We represent only tenants and   users 

of commercial real estate—never     

landlords or developers. 

 

Your Expert: 

Our team of seasoned professionals 

negotiate on your behalf, lowering your 

cost. We use our years of experience to 

leverage your negotiating power. 

 

Your Local & Global            

Representative: 

We provide broad geographic coverage 

and seamless representation in multiple 

markets through offices around the 

world. 

 

Your Trusted Advisor:  

You will always receive objective,    

unbiased advice. Our team will save 

your hours of time researching,        

conducting negotiations and other   

services or your behalf.  

 

 

 

Co-working space is the new name for Executive Suites with a 

twist! 

 

As the younger generation is entering the market place, companies 

are looking for alternative spaces to induce these workers to join 

their firms. Many small and large companies are transitioning to hip, 

contemporary spaces now called Co-Working Space. “Executive 

Suites” is now an outdated term. 

 

The perks for the newer, hipper locations can include gaming ta-
bles, coffee, tea or beer, and even candy or snacks. CBS’s 60 min-
utes recently did a story about this new trend, which also included 
some places offered in resort areas, where you can stay and work 
near a beach. I want to sign up for a week at one of these spaces 
too! To learn more about these options from 60 Minutes, follow 
the link:  https://www.cbsnews.com/news/co-working-the-new-way-to-

work/ 

 

I’ve been looking for space for two of my clients and for myself. The 
spaces for clients are being set up so they can have a place to re-
cruit locally while their permeant space is being built. They were 
short-term leases. I have always leased traditional office space; 
however, after checking out some of the options for my clients, I 
learned I wasn’t very up to date on the offerings myself. 

Need some help? Just call us at 248.817.5400 

Info@compass-commercial.com 

www.compass-commercial.com 
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For instance, I was paying for the following items: rent, electric, internet, phone lines, an answering 

service and coffee and goodies for the staff. My furniture was paid for long ago. I purchased our 

phone system in 2010, when we opened the business. The system we purchased doesn’t have a caller 

ID function, so it can’t be installed in a new building per Michigan law. The cost of replacing the 

system is $5,000. I already own furniture, so I will be taking some and selling what isn’t needed. 

The new space comes with free internet, and they will answer my calls and only charge me .10/

minute or $30.00/month per user. I was paying more than $200/month for an answering phone ser-

vice. Our new bill for phone and internet service is $260/month. We have leased space for the num-

ber of people we currently employ with room for one or two more. If we need more space, we just 

lease it for 30, 60, 90 days, or longer. We currently have six part-time employees, all outsourced as 

1099s, who only come to the office for monthly updates, which allows us to lease less space.  

 

After doing the math of leasing a private office verses the new co-working space, the cost is about 

$1,200/month less than the rest of the spaces under consideration. Plus, I am saving $5,000 by not 

having to buy the new phone system too. The new answering service will cost us .10/minute or a 

maximum of $30.00/month, which is another savings of $140.00. We are also moving to one of the 

best buildings in town, and I get free covered parking! The math works, so we are moving July 1, 

2018. Our new address is 101 W. Big Beaver, 14th Floor, Troy, MI 48084.  If you are thinking that 

this address looks familiar, you are correct. We will be located across the street from our former of-

fices at less than half the price! 

 

If you are interested in leasing a co-working space, let us know, and we will find the best options for 

your firm. Just send us an email at  info@compass-commercial.com. 
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